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Light scattering from nonequilibrium concentration fluctuations
in a polymer solution

W. B. Li,a) K. J. Zhang,b) J. V. Sengers, and R. W. Gammon
Institute for Physical Science and Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

J. M. Ortiz de Zárate
Facultad de Ciencias Fı´sicas, Universidad Complutense, 28040 Madrid, Spain

~Received 13 December 1999; accepted 21 February 2000!

We have performed light-scattering measurements in dilute and semidilute polymer solutions of
polystyrene in toluene when subjected to stationary temperature gradients. Five solutions with
concentrations below and one solution with a concentration above the overlap concentration were
investigated. The experiments confirm the presence of long-range nonequilibrium concentration
fluctuations which are proportional to (¹T)2/k4, where¹T is the applied temperature gradient and
k is the wave number of the fluctuations. In addition, we demonstrate that the strength of the
nonequilibrium concentration fluctuations, observed in the dilute and semidilute solution regime,
agrees with theoretical values calculated from fluctuating hydrodynamics. Further theoretical and
experimental work will be needed to understand nonequilibrium fluctuations in polymer solutions at
higher concentrations. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50119-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density and concentration fluctuations in fluids and flu
mixtures can be investigated experimentally by lig
scattering techniques. The nature of these fluctuations w
the system is in equilibrium is a subject well understood1,2

Here we shall consider fluctuations in nonequilibrium stea
states~NESS!, when an external and constant temperat
gradient is applied, while the system remains in a hydro
namically quiescent state. That is, we shall deal with fluct
tions that are intrinsically present in thermal nonequilibriu
states in the absence of any convective instabilities. S
fluctuations have received considerable attention during
past decade.3 It was originally believed that, because of th
existence of local equilibrium in NESS, the time correlati
function of the scattered-light intensity would be the same
in equilibrium, but in terms of spatially varying thermody
namic and transport properties corresponding to the lo
value of temperature. However, it has been demonstr
that qualitative differences do appear. The first complete
pression for the spectrum of the nonequilibrium fluctuatio
in a one-component fluid subjected to a stationary grad
was obtained by Kirkpatricket al.4 by using mode-coupling
theory. They showed that the central Rayleigh line of
spectrum would be substantially modified as a result of
presence of a temperature gradient. Because of a coup
between the temperature fluctuations and the transve
velocity fluctuations through the temperature gradient, s
tially long-range nonequilibrium temperature and visco
fluctuations appear, modifying the Rayleigh spectrum of
scattered-light intensity. Their results were subseque

a!Present address: @Road, Inc., 45635 Northport Loop East, Freemon
94538.

b!Present address: Electronic Data Systems, 800 K Street NW, Washin
DC 20001.
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confirmed on the basis of fluctuating hydrodynamics.5,6 The
effect is largest for the transverse-velocity fluctuations in
direction of the temperature gradient which corresponds
the situation that the scattering wave vector,k, is perpen-
dicular to the temperature gradient¹T, which configuration
will be assumed throughout the present article. In that ca
the strengths of the nonequilibrium temperature and visc
fluctuations are predicted to be proportional to (¹T)2/k4.
The dependence onk24 implies that, in real space, the non
equilibrium correlation functions become long ranged.3,7 The
spatially long-range nature of the correlation functions
NESS is nowadays understood as a general phenom
arising from the violation of the principle of detaile
balance.3,8 Experimentally, the long-range nature of the no
equilibrium fluctuations can be probed by light-scatteri
measurements at small wave numbersk, i.e., at small scat-
tering anglesu. Such experiments have been performed
one-component liquids and excellent agreement betw
theory and experiments has been obtained.9,10

In binary systems, the situation is a little more comp
cated. In liquid mixtures or in polymer solutions a tempe
ture gradient will induce a concentration gradient through
Soret effect. This induced concentration gradient is para
to the temperature gradient and has the same or opp
direction depending on the sign of the Soret coefficient,ST .
In this case, nonequilibrium fluctuations appear, not only
cause of a coupling between the temperature fluctuations
the transverse-velocity fluctuations through the tempera
gradient, but also because of a coupling between the con
tration fluctuations and the transverse-velocity fluctuatio
through the induced concentration gradient. The nonequ
rium Rayleigh-scattering spectrum has been calculated
binary liquid mixtures, both on the basis of mode-coupli
theory11 and on the basis of fluctuating hydrodynamics12

with identical results. In liquid mixtures in thermal nonequ

A

on,
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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 This a
librium states not only nonequilibrium temperature and n
equilibrium viscous fluctuations, but also nonequilibriu
concentration fluctuations exist. The strengths of all th
types of nonequilibrium fluctuations are again predicted
be proportional to (¹T)2/k4. The theory was extended b
Segrè et al.13,14 to include the effects of gravity and b
Vailati and Giglio15 to include time-dependent nonequilib
rium states. The nature of the nonequilibrium fluctuations
the vicinity of a convective instability has also bee
investigated,14,16,17in which case the nonequilibrium mode
become propagative. The influence of boundary conditio
which may become important whenk is parallel to¹T, was
considered by Pagonabarragaet al.18

Experiments have been performed to study nonequ
rium fluctuations in liquid mixtures.10,19–21The three types
of nonequilibrium fluctuations have been observed in liq
mixtures of toluene andn-hexane10,19,20and the strength o
all three types of nonequilibrium fluctuations were inde
proportional to (¹T)2/k4, as expected theoretically. Initially
it seemed that also the prefactors of the amplitudes of th
nonequilibrium fluctuations were in agreement with the th
oretical predictions.19 However, a definitive assessment w
hampered by a lack of reliable experimental information
the Soret coefficient.19,20 To our surprise, subsequent acc
rate measurements of the Soret coefficient of liquid mixtu
of toluene andn-hexane obtained both by Ko¨hler and
Müller22 and by Zhanget al.23 yielded values for the Sore
coefficient that were about 25% lower than the values nee
to explain the quantitative magnitude of the amplitudes
the observed nonequilibrium fluctuations.23 Subsequent mea
surements of the nonequilibrium concentration fluctuatio
in a mixture of aniline and cyclohexane, obtained by Vail
and Giglio21 did not have sufficient accuracy to resolve th
issue.

As an alternative approach, we decided to investig
nonequilibrium concentration fluctuations in a polymer so
tion. In a polymer solution the same nonequilibrium e
hancement effects are expected to exist, but the m
diffusion coefficient,D, in this case is several orders-o
magnitude lower than in ordinary liquid mixtures. I
addition, the Soret coefficient is two orders-of-magnitu
larger that the Soret coefficient of ordinary liquid mixtures24

These two facts, as discussed below, simplify the theory
cause, as also happens in an equilibrium polymer solut
the concentration fluctuations become dominant and they
readily observed by light scattering. Both the data acquisit
and the data analysis become much easier in this case.
a polymer solution would seem to be an ideal system
further investigate nonequilibrium concentration fluctuatio

For this purpose we have selected solutions of polys
rene in toluene, for which reliable information on the the
mophysical properties is available. We have perform
small-angle Rayleigh-scattering experiments in polystyren
toluene solutions subjected to various externally applied t
perature gradients. A summary of our results has been
sented in a Physical Review letter.25 In the present article we
provide a full account of the experiment and of the analy
of the experimental data.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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II. THEORY

A theory specifically developed for the fluctuations
polymer solutions in thermal nonequilibrium states is not
available in the literature. However, for polymer solutions
the dilute and semidilute solution regime, as long as
tanglement effects can be neglected, it should be possib
use the same fluctuating hydrodynamics equations as t
for ordinary liquid mixtures. As mentioned in the introdu
tion, the complete expression for the Rayleigh spectrum o
binary liquid in the presence of a stationary temperature g
dient was evaluated by Law and Nieuwoudt.12 The dynamic
structure factor contains three diffusive modes. The de
rate ln5nk2 of one of these modes is determined by t
kinematic viscosityn; this mode disappears in thermal equ
librium, i.e., when¹T→0. The other two modes are als
present in the Rayleigh spectrum of a liquid mixture in eq
librium and have the decay ratesl6 given by

l65
k2

2
~DT1D!7

k2

2
@~DT1D!224DTD#1/2, ~1!

where DT is the thermal diffusivity,D the binary mass-
diffusion coefficient, in the case of a polymer solution to
referred to as collective diffusion coefficient,24 and where

D5D~11e!, ~2!

with

e5T
@STw~12w!#2

cp,c
S ]m

]wD
p,T

. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! w is the concentration expressed as mass frac
of the polymer,cp,c the specific heat capacity of the solutio
at constant concentrationc and constant pressurep, andm is
the difference between the chemical potentials per unit m
of the solvent and the solute. As usual, the Soret coeffici
ST , specifies the ratio between temperature and concen
tion gradients and it is defined through the steady-state p
nomenological equation

¹w52STw~12w!¹T. ~4!

The two modes with decay ratesl6 incorporate a cou-
pling between temperature and concentration fluctuatio
This coupling becomes important in compressible fluid m
tures near a critical locus.26 However, whene!1, the dy-
namic structure factor of a binary system in NESS cons
of just three exponentials with decay rates given by

ln5nk2, l15DTk2, l25Dk2. ~5!

Physically, it means that the temperature gradient¹T in-
duces nonequilibrium viscous fluctuations appearing a
new term in the Rayleigh spectrum and it leads to noneq
librium enhancements of the temperature and concentra
fluctuations.

The condition e!1 is always fulfilled in the low-
concentration limit.2 But for some liquid mixturese is also
small at all concentrations. For instance, in an equimo
mixture of toluene andn-hexane Segre` et al. found e
'0.028. For the dilute polymer solutions considered in
present article,e'0.010. Hence, the approximations imply
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This a
ing the presence of three diffusive modes with the sim
decay rates given by Eq.~5! are even more justified for a
polymer solution than for the liquid mixtures studied in pr
vious articles.10,19

Furthermore, in ordinary polymer solutionsD/DT'5
31024; such a small value simplifies the analysis of t
concentration fluctuations, because the decay in the time
relation function coming from the concentration mode~de-
cay ratel2) will be well separated from the decays of th
modes with decay ratesln andl1 . Actually, for the small
angles employed in our experiments, the decay time of
l2 mode is typically 0.5–1.5 s, whereas the decay times
the other two modes are around 1024– 1025 s. In addition,
for a dilute polymer solution, the Rayleigh factor ratio, th
determines the ratio of the scattering intensities of the c
centration fluctuations and the temperature fluctuations,19 is
much larger than unity so that the contributions of tempe
ture fluctuations are negligibly small in practice. Moreov
when the experimental correlograms are analyzed begin
at 1022 s, viscous and temperature fluctuations have alre
decayed. This kind of approximation is usually assumed
the theory of light scattering from polymer solutions in eq
librium states.1

In conclusion, for heterodyne light-scattering expe
ments in sufficiently dilute polymer solutions, the express
for the time-dependent correlation function of the scatte
light becomes

C~k,t !5C0@11Ac~k,¹T!#e2Dk2t, ~6!

where C0 is the signal-to-local oscillator background rat
representing the amplitude of the correlation function in th
mal equilibrium. In Eq.~6! the termAc(k,¹T) represents the
nonequilibrium enhancement of the concentration fluct
tions. This term is anisotropic and depends on the scatte
angle. Whenk '¹T, Ac reaches a maximum given by

Ac~k,¹T!5Ac* ~w!
~¹T!2

k4 , ~7!

where the strength of the enhancement,Ac* (w), is given
by10,12,14,19

Ac* ~w!5
@w~12w!#2ST

2

nD S ]m

]wD
p,T

F112
D

DT
~11z!G , ~8!

where z is a dimensionless correction term related to
ratio of (]n/]T)p,w and (]n/]w)p,T . As mentioned earlier
for the polymer solutions to be considered,D/DT is of the
order of 531024, so that the correction term inside th
square brackets can be neglected in practice. Hence, th
pression forAc* (w) reduces to

Ac* ~w!5
@w~12w!#2ST

2

nD S ]m

]wD
p,T

. ~9!

The dependence of the nonequilibrium enhancemenAc

of the concentration fluctuations onk24 indicates that the
correlations in real space are long-ranged. Actually, ak24

dependence in Fourier space corresponds to a linear incr
of the correlation function in real space.7 The rapid increase
of the strength of the nonequilibrium fluctuations with d
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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creasing values of the wave number will saturate for su
ciently smallk due to the presence of gravity. The gravi
effect was predicted by Segre` et al.13 and has been confirme
by some beautiful experiments of Vailati and Giglio.21

Our set of working equations, Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~9!, can
also be deduced from the theory of Vailati and Giglio f
nonequilibrium fluctuations in time-dependent diffusio
processes.15 In that article only concentration and velocit
fluctuations are considered around a nonequilibrium tim
dependent state. By applying an inverse Fourier transform
Eq. ~25! of Vailati and Giglio,15 we obtain for the auto-
correlation function of the concentration fluctuations f
k '¹w:

^dwdw* &5S~k!expF2Dk2tS 12
R~k!

Rc
D G , ~10!

whereR(k)/Rc is the Rayleigh number ratio, which accoun
for the effects of gravity and is defined in Eq.~22! of Vailati
and Giglio.15 S(k) is the static structure factor, defined in E
~26! of the same article. It should be noted that, for cons
tency, in our Eq.~10! we have used the symbolw instead of
the c used by Vailati and Giglio. Both symbols have th
same meaning, as it is stated after Eq.~2! of Vailati and
Giglio that ‘‘c is the weight fraction of the denser comp
nent.’’ Thus Eq.~26! of Vailati and Giglio for the static
structure factorS(k) can be written as:

S~k!5
kBT

16p4rS ]w

]m D
p,T

1

12R~k!/Rc
F11

~¹w!2

nDk4 S ]m

]wD
p,T

G .

~11!

The derivation of Vailati and Giglio15 was originally devel-
oped for time-dependent isothermal diffusion processes
the presence of gravity, where only concentration gradie
are present. The validity of this theory for stationary no
equilibrium states is obvious, and we can consider¹w to be
constant, neglecting the weak dependence on space and
considered by Vailati and Giglio.15 Neglecting gravity ef-
fects is equivalent to assuming that the Rayleigh num
ratio is almost zero,R(k)/Rc'0, as can be easily show
from Eq.~22! in the article of Vailati and Giglio.15 Introduc-
ing Eq. ~4! into Eq. ~11! and neglectingR(k)/Rc , one
readily verifies that Eqs.~10! and~11! are equivalent to Eqs
~7! and ~9!.

We note that Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~9! can also be obtained
as a limiting case of the equations derived by Schmitz
nonequilibrium concentration fluctuations in a colloid
suspension.27 Schmitz considered a colloidal suspension,
the presence of a constant gradient,¹f, in the volume frac-
tion, f, of the colloidal particles, maintained against diff
sion by continuous pumping of solvent between two se
permeable and parallel walls. The relevant expression is
~7.7! in the article of Schmitz,27 which gives the dynamic
structure factor,S(k,v), of the nonequilibrium concentration
fluctuations as a function of the wave numberk and the fre-
quency v. The expression obtained by Schmitz includ
nonlocal and memory effects due to the large particle size
comparison with the scattering wavelength. The nonlo
and memory effects cause the transport coefficients to
pend on the frequency and the wave number. In our c
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This a
these effects can be neglected, because the polymer
ecules are much smaller that the colloidal particles con
ered by Schmitz, and the conditionkRg!1, whereRg is the
radius of gyration, is fulfilled. With this simplification th
original expression obtained by Schmitz reduces to

S~k,v!5S~k!@11Ac#
2Dk2

v21~Dk2!2 , ~12!

whereAc is given by

Ac5
w2

nD S ]m

]wD
p,T

S ¹f

f D 2 1

k4 . ~13!

In deriving Eq.~13! we have used the relationship betwe
pumping rate and volume fraction gradient, as given by E
~7.6! and ~7.11! in the paper of Schmitz.27 We have also
converted the various concentration units used by Schmitn
which is the number of particles per unit volume (n
5r/wmp) and c which is the number of particles per un
mass (c5w/mp), r being the density of the suspension a
mp the mass of one particle. Furthermore, we are using
difference between solvent and solute chemical poten
per unit mass, whereas in the article of Schmitzm is the
difference in chemical potentials per particle.

Although the theory of Schmitz for the nonequilibriu
concentration fluctuations was derived for the case that
concentration gradient is produced by a solvent flow,
results will be applicable to NESS under a constant temp
ture gradient. Since the solvent flow does not appear exp
itly in Eq. ~13!, we may also apply the equation to a syste
subjected to a stationary volume-fraction gradient caused
other driving forces, such as a temperature gradient. For
polymer solutions (¹f/f)2'(¹w/w)2, the difference being
less than 0.5%. With this approximation and by using E
~4!, it is straightforward to show the equivalence of t
theory for nonequilibrium concentration fluctuations in a c
loidal suspension and in a polymer solution, independen
whether the concentration gradient is established by sol
pumping or induced by a temperature gradient.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The polystyrene used to prepare the polymer soluti
was purchased from the Tosoh Corporation~Japan!; it has a
mass-averaged molecular weightMW596 400 and a polydis-
persivity of 1.01, as specified by the manufacturer.24 The
solvent toluene was Fisher certified reagent purchased f
Baker Chemical Co. with a stated purity of better th
99.8%. By using the correlation proposed by Nodaet al.,28,29

^Rg
2&51.3831022MW

1.19, the radius of gyration,Rg , and the
overlap concentration,w* , for this polymer in toluene solu
tions may be estimated asRg'11.0 nm andw* '3.1%, re-
spectively. Therefore, for the viscoelastic and entanglem
effects to be negligible, the concentrations employed in
work should not be much higher than 3.1%. Fi
polystyrene/toluene solutions beloww* and one slightly
above w* were prepared gravimetrically as described
Zhanget al.24 To assure the homogeneity of the mixture, t
solutions were agitated~magnetic stirrer or shaking by hand!
for at least one hour before further use.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The light-scattering experiments were performed with
apparatus specifically designed for small-angle Rayle
scattering in a horizontal fluid layer subjected to a verti
temperature gradient.10 A diagram of the optical cell is
shown in Fig. 1. The following paragraphs will describe t
apparatus in detail, and references to the symbols in Fi
will be used. The polymer solution in the actual ligh
scattering cell~E! is confined by a circular quartz ring~D!
that is sandwiched between top and bottom copper plate~A
and F, respectively!. The cell is filled through two stainles
steel capillary tubes~G! which had been soldered into hole
in the top and bottom plates. The inner and outer diame
of the quartz ring~D! are 1.52 and 2.05 cm, respectivel
Two identical optical windows~B! are used for letting a lase
beam pass through the liquid solution. Both windows a
cylindrical and made from sapphire because of the relativ
high thermal conductivity of this material. The windows a
epoxied into the centers of the top and the bottom cop
plates by a procedure similar to the one described by L
et al.30 Once the optical windows are installed, the top a
bottom copper plates are sealed against the quartz ring
indium O-rings. To avoid heat conduction from the upper
the lower plate other than through the liquid, the two copp
plates are held together by Teflon screws~not shown in the
figure!. The tension of these Teflon screws was adjusted
set the flat surfaces of the optical windows parallel to with
10 seconds of arch. This was accomplished by passin
laser beam through the cell and monitoring the interfere
pattern of the reflected beams from the inner surfaces of
windows while the screws were fastened. Once the cell w
mounted, the distanced between the windows was accurate
determined by measuring the angular variation of these
terference fringes. The result wasd5(0.11860.005) cm.
This value was confirmed by also measuring the separa
with a cathetometer.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the optical cell for small-angle Rayle
scattering. A: top plate, B: sapphire windows, C: resistive heater, D: fu
quartz ring, E: sample liquid layer, F: bottom plate, G: filling tubes,
thermistors, I: water circulation chamber.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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Since the nonequilibrium enhancement of the fluct
tions given by Eq.~7! depends onk24, small scattering
angles are required to obtain measurable values ofAc ; in
practice scattering anglesu between 0.4° and 0.9° wer
used. A major difficulty with such small-angle experimen
is the presence of strong static scattering from the opt
surfaces. To reduce the background scattering, we ne
very clean windows. The optical surfaces of the windo
and the other optical components of the experimental
rangement were cleaned by applying first a Windex solut
and then acetone with cotton swabs. Moreover, we emplo
thick cell windows to remove the air-window surfaces fro
the field of view of the detector. In addition, the outer surfa
of the windows and the other optical surfaces were bro
band~488–623 nm! antireflection coated~CVI Laser Corpo-
ration!, to reduce the back reflections and forward scatter
intensity. As a result of these efforts, we obtained h
enough signal-to-background ratios to allow accurate m
surements of the scattered-light intensities.

To observe the intrinsic nonequilibrium fluctuations, it
essential to avoid any convection in the liquid layer. This
accomplished by heating the horizontal fluid layer fro
above. Furthermore, bending and defocusing of the li
beam due to the refractive-index gradient induced by
temperature gradient could cause serious limitations in
resolution of the angles. This difficulty is avoided by em
ploying a vertical incident light beam, parallel to the tem
perature gradient. To eliminate stray deflections caused
air currents near the cell, the whole assembly is covered
plexiglass box with a small hole at the top to let the la
beam pass through.

The temperature at the top plate was maintained b
computer controlled resistive heater winding~C!. The tem-
perature at the bottom plate is controlled by circulati
constant-temperature fluid from a Forma Model 2096 b
through channels in the base of the cell~I!, which is in good
thermal contact with the bottom plate. With these devic
the temperatures of both the hot and cold plates can be
constant to within620 mK. These temperatures rema
fixed over the collection time of any experimental run. Te
peratures of both plates are monitored by thermistors
serted in holes~H! next to the sample windows and dee
enough to be located very close to the liquid layer. Due
the relatively high thermal conductivity of the sapphire wi
dows and the symmetry of the arrangement, the lateral t
perature gradients are small. Numerical modeling of the th
mal conduction process yields negligible differenc
between the measured temperature gradient and the a
temperature gradient between the windows.

A coherent beam (l5632.8 nm! from a 6 mWstabilized
cw He–Ne laser is focused with a 20 cm focal length le
onto the polymer solution in the scattering cell. The scat
ing angle,u is selected with a small pinhole~500 mm! lo-
cated 197 mm after the cell. The collecting pinhole is plac
in a plane orthogonal to the transmitted beam. The dista
between the point where the beam hits the collection pl
and the pinhole was carefully measured with a vernier
crometer scale.

In the original light-scattering experiments of Lawet al.9
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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in NESS of a one-component liquid, the scattering wa
number,k, was determined from equilibrium light-scatterin
measurements and the known value of the thermal diffu
ity, DT . In the present experiments we have determinedk by
directly measuring the scattering angleu. Since the intensi-
ties of the nonequilibrium fluctuations depend onk24, the
measurement ofk has to be done with considerable accura
By working out the ray tracing problem, taking into accou
refraction at the two window surfaces, we can deduce
scattering angle,u, from the location of the pinhole relative
to that of the transmitted beam. For this calculation the thi
ness of the bottom window, the distance from the window
the collecting plane, the refractive index of the window, a
the refractive index,n, of the solution are needed. It wa
assumed that the scattering volume is in the middle of
cell, but since the cell is very thin the possible corrections
this assumption are negligible. The distances were meas
with an accuracy of60.05 cm. The value 1.7660 of th
refractive index of the window at the wavelengthl of the
incident light was obtained from the manufacturer. The
fractive index,n, of the polystyrene solutions as a function
the polymer concentration at 25 °C was measured wit
thermostated Abbe´ refractometer as described by Zhan
et al.24 For the polystyrene solutions considered in t
present article the refractive index can be represented b24

n~w!51.490 4910.092 20•w10.025 56•w2. ~14!

The scattering wave numberk is related to the scattering
angle u through the Bragg conditionk5(4pn/l)sin(u/2),
wherel is the wavelength of the incident light. Taking int
account the experimental errors in the different magnitu
relevant to the calculation, we were able to determinek with
an accuracy of 1.5%.

As discussed in Sec. II, we want to investigate the c
centration fluctuations, which yield the dominant contrib
tion to the Rayleigh spectrum. Since typical decay times
this mode at the small angles employed are always la
than 0.5 s, we are interested in the experimental corr
grams for times starting around 1022 s. Since this value is
well above the region where photomultiplier~PM! afterpuls-
ing effects are important, unlike in previous work,9,19 cross-
correlation was not necessary for our measurements.
simplifies the experimental arrangement. The light exiti
through the pinhole is focused, through corresponding opt
onto the field-selecting pinhole in front of a single PM. Th
signal from the PM and the corresponding discriminator
analyzed with an ALV-5000 multiple tau correlator.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Rayleigh scattering measurements were obtained for
different solutions of polystyrene in toluene, with concent
tionsw in weight fraction ranging from 0.50% to 4.00%. Fo
each solution, the measurements were performed at thre
five scattering angles, ranging from 0.4° to 0.9°, which c
responds to scattering wave numbersk ranging from 900 to
2000 cm21. These small angles cause the stray light fro
window-surface scattering to be dominant, assuring that
measurements are in the heterodyne regime. Hence, the
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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scattered from the inner surfaces of the windows plays
role of a local oscillator and provides the background w
which our signal, the light scattered from the polymer so
tion, is mixed.

Before starting the experiments, the light-scattering c
was carefully cleaned by flushing the cell with pure tolue
for at least one hour. Next, a gentle stream of nitrogen
was continuously directed through the cell to dry the inn
walls and to remove dust particles. After this cleaning p
cedure the polymer solution was introduced into the c
through a 0.5mm millipore Millex HPLC Teflon filter. We
have been careful to remove bubbles from the lig
scattering cell while we were filling it with the polymer so
lution. This cleaning and filling procedure was repeated e
time the concentration of the solution inside the cell w
changed.

It should be noted that a portion of the same polym
solution was introduced into an optical beam-bending c
for measuring the diffusion coefficient,D, and the Soret co-
efficient,ST , of the solutions as described by Zhanget al.24

These independent measurements of the diffusion and S
coefficients will be used to compare the results of our lig
scattering measurements with the theoretical predictions
the case of polymer solutions it is especially important
have independent measurements of these quantities fo
same polymer/solvent system because, as commented b
there is a sizable dispersion in the literature data, ma
caused by the dependence of these coefficients on param
difficult to control, such as the polydispersity of the samp

Once the cell was filled with a polystyrene solution wi
known polymer concentration, we started the experiments
setting the temperature of the top and the bottom plate
the cell at 25 °C. A light-scattering angle was then selec
with the collection pinhole, and the distance in the collect
plane between the pinhole and the center of the transm
forward-beam spot was measured accurately. As alre
mentioned, this procedure, with the corresponding calc
tions, yielded scattering wave vectorsk with an accuracy of
1.5%. Once a scattering angle was selected, the optics
arranged to focus the light exiting through the collecting p
hole into the field-stop pinhole at the PM. When the tempe
ture of the polymer solution had stabilized, we used
ALV-5000 to collect at least ten equilibrium light-scatterin
correlation functions, with the polymer solution in therm
equilibrium at 25 °C. The photon count rate of these m
surements ranged from 0.3 to 2.5 MHz, depending on
run. Each correlation lasted from 30 to 60 minutes, w
signal-to-background ratios from 131024 to 131023.
These small signal-to-background ratios confirm that
measurements are in the heterodyne regime. After ha
completed the measurements with the polymer solution
thermal equilibrium, we applied various values of the te
perature gradient to the polymer solution by increasing
decreasing the temperatures of the top and bottom pl
symmetrically, so that all experimental results correspond
the same average temperature of 25 °C. The maximum t
perature difference employed was 4.1 °C, which correspo
to a maximum temperature gradient of 34.6 K cm21. The
variation in the thermophysical properties of the solutions
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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negligible in this small temperature interval, and the prope
values corresponding to 25 °C have been used for the ca
lations. After changing the temperatures, we waited at le
two hours, to be sure that the concentration gradient w
fully developed. Then, for each value of the temperature g
dient, about six correlograms were taken. In Fig. 2, typi
experimental light-scattering correlograms, obtained with
ALV-5000 correlator atk51030 cm21 are shown for the
solution with polymer mass fractionw52.50%, as a func-
tion of the temperature gradient¹T. The figure shows the
well-sampled amplitude of the correlation at short times
the correlograms. A simple glance at Fig. 2 confirms that
amplitude of the correlation function increases with incre
ing values of the temperature gradient¹T.

The correlograms, in the range from 1022 to 1 s, de-
pending on the run, were fitted to a single exponential,
accordance with Eq.~6!. In all cases, both in equilibrium an
in nonequilibrium, very good fits were obtained. Actuall
the intensity of the scattered light is observed over a rang
wave numbers corresponding to the nonzero aperture of
collecting pinhole. This effect can be accounted for by re
resenting the experimental correlation function in terms o
Gaussian convolution, as explained in previo
publications.9,10However, we found that the resulting corre
tions to the parameter values obtained from fits to a sin
exponential amounted to less than 1% for the present exp
ments and could be neglected. Hence, experimental va
for the decay rate,Dk2, and for the prefactorC0@1
1Ac(k,¹T)# were obtained by directly fitting the time
correlation function data of the scattered light to a sin
exponential, as given by Eq.~6!.

The experimental values obtained for the decay ra
Dk2, for the polymer solutions at various values of the sc
tering wave numberk and the temperature gradient¹T are
presented in Table I. Each value displayed in Table I is
average from several~at least five! experimental correlo-
grams obtained at the same conditions. The prefactor of
exponential obtained from the fitting procedure was mu
plied by the average count rate during the run to get
average intensity~in 106 counts/s! in each run. The dimen-

FIG. 2. Normalized experimental light-scattering correlation functions,
tained atk51030 cm21 for a solution of polystyrene (MW596 400, w
52.50%) in toluene subjected to various temperature gradients,¹T, plotted
vs log(t).
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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TABLE I. Experimental decay ratesDk2 ~in s21!, measured at different concentrationsw, temperature gradients¹T, and scattering wave numbersk.

w
k

~cm21!
¹T50.0
~K cm21!

¹T58.5
~K cm21!

¹T512.7
~K cm21!

¹T515.8
~K cm21!

¹T516.9
~K cm21!

¹T521.8
~K cm21!

¹T529.1
~K cm21!

¹T534.6
~K cm21!

0.50% 1318 0.8860.07 0.9060.05 0.8260.07 0.9760.06
1538 1.2260.10 1.2560.12 1.1860.06 1.2360.06
1757 1.6260.10 1.5760.08 1.6460.07 1.6260.04
1977 2.0360.09 1.9960.11

1.00% 1318 1.0060.06 0.9860.07 0.9860.07 1.0060.06
1538 1.4 60.3 1.3460.06 1.3460.05
1757 1.8460.08 1.8560.09 1.8760.08 1.8060.12
1977 2.2860.10 2.3060.12 2.2860.09 2.2160.14 2.3460.12

1.50% 1318 1.0960.10 1.1360.07 1.1260.04 1.1460.06
1538 1.4660.09 1.4560.08 1.4260.15 1.4960.08
1757 1.9960.12 1.9960.11 1.9660.09 2.0360.10
1977 2.4960.14 2.5460.14 2.4760.09 2.4460.12

2.00% 872 0.5260.06 0.4960.03 0.4660.02 0.5060.02
1392 1.2960.07 1.3260.03 1.2860.06 1.1860.08 1.2260.14
1538 1.6060.24 1.6460.10 1.6260.08 1.6260.06 1.6660.11
1757 2.0960.11 2.1160.10 2.1460.07 2.0660.10 2.2460.14
1977 2.5860.10 2.5760.08 2.6360.08 2.6060.14 2.7260.11

2.50% 1030 0.7560.04 0.7260.04 0.7560.02 0.7860.06 0.7360.06
1350 1.4360.15 1.3260.05 1.3560.11 1.3060.04 1.3360.07
1880 2.6660.07 2.5060.11 2.6760.12 2.6860.14 2.5360.12

4.00% 1353 1.6160.16 1.5960.09 1.5060.07 1.4960.07 1.5760.09
1525 1.9260.14 1.9160.13 1.9160.09 1.9260.15 1.9960.08
1854 2.8660.10 2.9660.10 3.1160.18 3.0760.08 2.7960.18
2025 3.4260.15 3.3160.20 3.4160.13 3.2360.05 3.3060.10
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sionless enhancement,Ac , of the concentration fluctuation
at a given nonzero value of¹T was obtained from the ratio
of the nonequilibrium to the equilibrium intensities, me
sured at the samek, by means of Eq.~6!. The experimental
values obtained forAc are presented in Table II. Again, eac
value displayed in Table II is an average of several corre
grams measured at the same conditions. The uncertai
quoted in Tables I and II represent standard deviations of
values obtained from the sets of experimental correlogra

V. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Mass-diffusion coefficient D

Dividing the decay rates displayed in Table I by t
square of the known wave numbers, a mass-diffusion c
ficient,D, is obtained for eachw, k, and¹T. As an example,
we show in Fig. 3 the values ofD thus obtained for the
polymer solution withw50.50% obtained from the light
scattering measurements at various values of the wave n
ber k, as a function of the applied temperature gradient¹T.
The horizontal line in Fig. 3 represents the weighted aver
value of D. It is readily seen that the experimentalD is
independent of¹T, which implies that the applied tempera
ture gradient does not affect the translational diffusion
namics of the polymer molecules and that we indeed
served concentration fluctuations for all¹T. Figure 3 also
demonstrates thatD is independent of the wave numberk.
Thus the decay rates in Table I are indeed proportional tok2,
which confirms the correctness of our measurements ok.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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For each concentration we determined a simple value ofD as
an average of the experimental data obtained at variousk and
¹T. In the averaging process the individual accuracies w
taken into account. The resulting values ofD for the different
polymer solutions are presented in Table III and displayed
Fig. 4 as a function of the polymer concentration. For t
purpose we prefer to use the concentrationc in g cm23,
because this unit is more widely employed in the literatu
for polymer solutions. To change the concentration units
used the relationship

r~w!50.861 7810.1794w10.0296w2~g cm23!, ~15!

as reported by Scholte.31 The error bars in Fig. 4 have bee
calculated by adding 3% of the value ofD to the standard
deviations given in Table III, so as to account for the unc
tainty in the wave numberk. In Fig. 4 we have also plotted
the values obtained by Zhanget al. for the collective diffu-
sion coefficient of the same polymer solutions with an op
cal beam-bending technique.24 This figure shows that the
values obtained from the two methods for the diffusion c
efficient agree within the experimental accuracy. The strai
line displayed in Fig. 4 represents the linear relationship

D~c!5D0~11kDc!, ~16!

with the values

D05~4.7160.08!31027 cm2 s21, ~17a!

and
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TABLE II. Experimental nonequilibrium enhancements,Ac , measured at different concentrationsw, tempera-
ture gradients¹T, and scattering wave numbersk.

w
k

~cm21!
¹T58.5
~K cm21!

¹T512.7
~K cm21!

¹T515.8
~K cm21!

¹T516.9
~K cm21!

¹T521.8
~K cm21!

¹T529.1
~K cm21!

¹T534.6
~K cm21!

0.50% 1318 1.2860.17 6.060.5 8.1260.3
1538 0.7860.11 2.3260.18 4.5360.15
1757 0.4160.04 1.1160.06 2.6960.07
1977 1.1760.07

1.00% 1318 2.5860.10 8.160.7 16.061.0
1538 1.1060.19 4.260.3
1757 0.8760.08 2.0760.08 3.3160.13
1977 0.3060.07 1.3060.05 2.0260.14 2.9460.08

1.50% 1318 3.4760.17 7.760.4 12.560.8
1538 1.8060.11 4.460.3 6.860.4
1757 1.1060.09 2.5960.10 4.2960.12
1977 0.7360.07 2.8760.12 3.7160.19

2.00% 872 6.760.4 15.260.3 27.361.2
1392 1.0860.08 2.2060.12 3.8460.22 7.360.3
1538 1.8660.13 4.7060.24 7.560.3 10.860.7
1757 1.1160.07 2.8260.24 3.6660.25 5.8560.35
1977 0.5960.04 1.5560.08 2.4160.11 3.8560.10

2.50% 1030 2.960.3 8.160.5 13.860.8 20.762.1
1350 1.1660.06 2.7160.15 4.7460.11 7.660.3
1880 0.3760.08 0.9760.15 1.560.4 2.560.3

4.00% 1353 1.2060.17 3.0460.17 5.360.3 8.6160.22
1525 0.7860.04 1.7460.08 3.2460.19 5.0660.21
1854 0.4860.09 0.9460.08 1.7360.14 2.3060.11
2025 0.2460.03 0.6460.12 1.0560.04 1.5960.04
- dif-
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e
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kD5~2262! cm3 g21, ~17b!

for the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution,D0, and the
hydrodynamic interaction parameter,kD , as determined by
Zhanget al.24 for the polymer solution with the same mo
lecular massMW596 400. It may be observed that theD0

FIG. 3. Collective mass-diffusion coefficientD of polystyrene (MW

596 400,w50.50%) in toluene deduced from the decay rates of the c
centration fluctuations at various values ofk and ¹T. The horizontal line
represents the average valueD5(5.1960.04)31027 cm2 s21.
s indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub

147.96.14.15 On: Thu, 3
andkD values proposed by Zhanget al.24 yield a satisfactory
description of the dependence of ourD values on the con-
centration.

An extensive survey of literature values forD0 andkD of
polystyrene in toluene solutions was performed, and ten
ferent references were examined.24,32–40Most authors have
studied the molecular-weight dependence of these par
eters and propose relationships which usually have the f
of power laws. The results of our survey are presented
Table IV. In some cases where the scaling equations are
directly given by the authors, we have performed the cor
sponding fits to obtain the power-law dependence ofD0 and
kD on MW . All data in Table IV correspond to polystyren
in toluene at the temperature of 25 °C. WhilekD should be
nearly independent of temperature because toluene is a

-

TABLE III. Collective mass-diffusion coefficient measured by equilibriu
and nonequilibrium light-scattering of polystyrene (MW596 400) in toluene
at 25 °C.

w ~%! c ~g cm23! D(1027 cm22 s21!

0.50 0.00431 5.1960.04
1.00 0.00864 5.8360.03
1.50 0.0130 6.3660.04
2.00 0.0173 6.7160.05
2.50 0.0217 7.2360.06
4.00 0.0348 8.2960.16
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solvent,39 D0 depends on temperature through a Stoke
Einstein relation. Neglecting the dependence on tempera
of the hydrodynamic radius of polystyrene in toluene,41 we
represent the dependence ofD0 on the temperature,T, by

D0}
T

h0~T!
, ~18!

whereh0(T) is the viscosity of the pure solvent~toluene! as
a function of temperature which can be found in t
literature.41 Equation~18! was used for making temperatu

FIG. 4. Collective mass-diffusion coefficientD as a function of concentra
tion for polystyrene/toluene solutions (MW596 400).d: measured in this
work by equilibrium and nonequilibrium Rayleigh light scattering,h: mea-
sured by Zhanget al. with an optical beam-bending technique~Ref. 24!.
The straight line represents Eq.~16!. The dashed lines represent the limi
over which the literature values are spread.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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re

corrections in cases where the values ofD0 reported in the
literature had been measured at temperatures other
25°C. Furthermore, we did not consider literature valu
measured at temperatures more than610 K from 25 °C. The
sixth column of Table IV contains the values extrapolated
MW596 400, from theD02MW andkD2MW relationships
shown in the second column of the same table. From
information in Table IV we conclude thatD05(4.91
60.22)31027 cm2 s21 andkD52165 cm3 g21, to be com-
pared with the valuesD05(4.7160.08)31027 cm2 s21 and
kD52262 cm3 g21 quoted in Eq.~17! and adopted by us
Note that standard deviations of the extrapolated values
D0 and kD from the literature are64.7% and622%, re-
spectively. The corresponding spread of the literature val
of D is indicated by the two dashed lines in Fig. 4. The upp
line was calculated by taking forD0 and kD the literature
averages plus their standard deviations; the lower line
calculated by taking forD0 and kD the literature average
minus their standard deviations.

B. Nonequilibrium enhancement A c of the
concentration fluctuations

Having confirmed the validity of our experimental re
sults for the decay rates, we now consider the nonequ
rium enhancements,Ac(¹T,k), of the concentration fluctua
tions reported in Table II. As can be readily seen, t
nonequilibrium enhancements show a dramatic increase
increasing temperature gradients. The experimental va
obtained for the enhancement are plotted in Fig. 5 as a fu
tion of (¹T)2/k4, for the six polymer solutions investigated
The results of a least-squares fit of the experimental point
TABLE IV. Mass-diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution (D0, in cm2 s21! and hydrodynamic interaction
parameter (kD , in cm3 g21! of polystyrene in toluene at 25 °C, obtained from various literature sources.

Relationship
MW range

(105 g mol21!
No. of

samples
Method
~year!

Extrapolated at
MW596 400
(107 cm2 s21! Reference

D050.90231024Mw
20.4556 1.1–2.0 2 DLSa ~1974! 4.83 32

D053.93531024Mw
20.577 1.2–360 17 DLS~1980! 5.24 33

D052.52431024Mw
20.541 0.51–21 11 FDIb ~1982! 5.09 34

D052.00131024Mw
20.528 0.80–38 5 DLS~1983! 4.69 35

D054.11531024Mw
20.592 13–210 5 DLS~1984! 4.59 36

D053.02131024Mw
20.559 2.4–55 5 DLS~1984! 4.91 37

D053.67631024Mw
20.578 0.30–4.2 4 DLS~1985! 4.84 38

D052.2731024Mw
20.53 1.8–7.1 2 DLS~1990! 5.18 39

D053.04131024Mw
20.564 0.06–4.1 3 FRSc ~1995! 4.70 40

D052.19031024Mw
20.53 0.03–38 7 OBBd ~1999! 5.00 24

AverageÁ standard deviation: 4.91Á0.22
kD52.11931023Mw

0.806 1.1–2.0 2 DLS~1974! 22.0 32
kD52.43331025Mw

1.163 0.80–38 5 DLS~1983! 15.3 35
kD52.52231023Mw

0.811 13–210 5 DLS~1984! 27.6 36
kD57.36931023Mw

0.719 2.4–55 5 DLS~1984! 28.2 37
kD52.42231024Mw

0.977 0.30–4.2 4 DLS~1985! 18.0 38
kD57.57331023Mw

0.70 1.8–7.1 2 DLS~1990! 23.4 39
kD56.97131026Mw

1.291 0.06–4.1 3 FRS~1995! 19.0 40
kD54.20031024Mw

0.93 0.03–38 7 OBB~1999! 18.1 24
AverageÁ standard deviation: 21Á5

a
DLS: dynamic light scattering.

b
FDI: free-diffusion interferometry.

c
FRS: forced Rayleigh scattering.

d
OBB: optical beam bending.
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a straight line going through the origin are also display
The information presented in Fig. 5 confirms that, in t
range of scattering wave vectors investigated, the none
librium enhancement of the concentration fluctuations is
deed proportional to (¹T)2/k4 in accordance with Eq.~7!.

The slope of the lines in Fig. 5 yields experimental v
ues for the strength of the enhancement,Ac* (w), listed in
Table V. To compare the experimental results with the t
oretical prediction, Eq.~9!, we need several thermophysic
properties of the solutions, namely, the concentration der
tive of the difference in the chemical potentials per u
mass, (]m/]w)p,T , the zero-shear viscosity,h, the mass-
diffusion coefficient,D, and the Soret coefficient,ST .

~a! The derivative of the difference in chemical pote
tials was calculated from its relationship with the osmo

FIG. 5. The amplitudeAc of the nonequilibrium concentration fluctuation
in dilute and semidilute polystyrene/toluene solutions (MW596 400) at
25 °C and at various concentrations as a function of (¹T)2/k4. The solid
lines represent linear fits to the experimental data for each concentr
with slopeAc given in Table V.

TABLE V. Observed strength of the nonequilibrium enhancement of
concentration fluctuations in solutions of polystyrene in toluene at 25 °C

w ~%! c ~g cm23! Ac* (1010 K22 cm22!

0.50 0.00431 2.0360.07
1.00 0.00864 4.0060.10
1.50 0.0130 4.7760.06
2.00 0.0173 5.1060.12
2.50 0.0217 5.4160.08
4.00 0.0348 5.9360.07
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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i-
-

-

-

a-
t

pressure,42 P, which, for the small concentrations used c
be simplified to

S ]m

]wD
p,T

5
1

rw S ]P

]w D
p,T

. ~19!

Values for the concentration derivative of the osmotic pr
sure of the solutions, were obtained from the extensive w
of Nodaet al.28,29 Specifically, the universal function

S ]P

]c D
p,T

5
RT

MW
F112S 3Ap

4

c

c* D 1
3

4 S 3Ap

4

c

c* D 2G , ~20!

represents the behavior of this property from the very dil
to the concentrated regime. The overlap concentration,c*
50.0272 g cm23, was calculated, as in Sec. III, from th
correlations proposed by the same authors.28,29

~b! To calculate the zero-shear viscosity, we employ
the Huggins relationship

h5h0~11@h#c1kH@h#2c2!, ~21!

whereh0 is the viscosity of the pure solvent, for which th
value 552.7 mPa•s was taken,@h# is the intrinsic viscosity
of polystyrene in toluene, andkH the Huggins coefficient for
the same system. The intrinsic viscosity was obtained fr
the correlation,28,43 @h#59.06 1023MW

0.74 ~cm3 g21!. For the
Huggins coefficient, the usual value in a good solvent,43,44

kH50.35, was adopted; no molecular-weight depende
has been reported in the literature forkH .

~c! Values for the collective mass-diffusion coefficien
D, of our solutions were presented in the previous sect
when analyzing the decay rates of the correlograms. They
displayed in Table III. For a continuous representation ofD
as a function of concentration we use Eq.~16!, with the
parameters given by Eq.~17!.

~d! The Soret coefficient,ST , was measured by Zhan
et al.24 for the same solutions used in our light-scatteri
experiments. It is worth noting that the Soret coefficien
measured by Zhanget al. agree, within experimental error
with other recentST values for polystyrene in toluene re
ported in the literature.40 Since the strength of the enhanc
ment depends on the square of the Soret coefficient, we n
a good continuous representation of these data to ma
theoretical prediction ofAc* as a function of the concentra
tion. We assume thatST scales as the inverse ofD, as
rationalized by Brochard and de Gennes,45 and use a rela-
tionship proposed by Nystrom and Roots46and used success
fully in Zhang et al.24 for the diffusion coefficient and Sore
coefficient. The equation47 for ST is

ST5ST0

~11XS!A

11ASXS~11XS!B
, ~22!

where A5(12n)/(3n21) and B5(223n)/(3n21) are
exponents evaluated withn50.588,XS5r S(kSc) is a scaling
variable, andAS5A1r S

21 . The constantsST0 and kS are
defined by making a series expansion of Eq.~22! around
c50 to give ST5ST0(12kSc)1•••, wherekS is the first
virial coefficient ofST .

We used the values ofkS524 cm3 g21 and ST050.24
K21 found by Zhanget al.24 for this molecular weight and

on

e
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then did a weighted, least-squares fit to the concentra
dependentST data of Zhanget al. to find a value ofr S . We
find r S51.1660.07. Equation~22! gives an excellent repre
sentation of the experimental Soret coefficient data, as sh
in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7 we present a comparison between the exp
mental values for the nonequilibrium enhancement stren
Ac* , and the values calculated form Eq.~9! with the infor-
mation for the various thermophysical properties as speci
above. The error bars associated with the experimental
displayed in Fig. 7 have been calculated by adding 6% to
statistical errors quoted in Table V so as to account fo
1.5% uncertainty in the values of the wave numberk. The
theoretical values have an estimated uncertainty of at l
5%. Taking into account these uncertainties, we concl
that the observed strength of the nonequilibrium concen
tion fluctuations is in agreement with the values predicted
the basis of fluctuating hydrodynamics in the concentrat
range investigated.

FIG. 6. Experimental values of the Soret coefficient of polystyrene (MW

596 400) in toluene at 25 °C as a function of polymer concentrationc. The
solid curve represents Eq.~22! with kS524 cm23 g21, ST050.24 K21, and
r S determined by fitting to ber S51.1660.07.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the measured values of the strength,Ac* , of the
nonequilibrium enhancement of the concentration fluctuations~open circles!
with the theoretical values~solid curve! calculated from Eq.~9!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The existence of long-range concentration fluctuations
polymer solutions subjected to stationary temperature gr
ents has been verified experimentally. As in the case of
uid mixtures,10,19,20 the nonequilibrium enhancement of th
concentration fluctuations has been found to be proportio
to (¹T)2/k4.

Unlike the case of liquid mixtures,10,19,20 good agree-
ment between the experimental and theoretical values for
strength of the enhancement of the concentration fluc
tions,Ac* , has been found here. This indicates the validity
fluctuating hydrodynamics to describe nonequilibrium co
centration fluctuations in dilute and semidilute polymer s
lutions. Further theoretical and experimental work will b
needed to understand nonequilibrium concentration fluc
tions in polymer solutions at higher concentrations.

Our present results complement the considerable theo
ical and experimental progress recently made in understa
ing the dynamics of concentration fluctuations of polym
solutions under shear flow. It has been demonstrated
concentration fluctuations in semidilute polymer solutio
subjected to shear flow are also enhanced dramatically.48–50

This enhancement of the intensity of the concentration fl
tuations in shear-induced NESS, is similar to the enhan
ment reported here, when the NESS is achieved by the
plication of a stationary temperature gradient. On the ot
hand, the long-range nature of the concentration fluctuati
when a concentration gradient is present, has also rece
been observed in a liquid mixture by shadowgra
techniques,51 yielding additional evidence of the interestin
nature of this topic.
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